NISH TECHNO PROJECTS PVT. LTD.

TRANSPORTER’S COMMITMENT FOR OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
Let’s Join hands & work together for Healthier, Safer & better tomorrow.
In today’s fast life everything is growing very fast same like our businesses and the one major reason for the
growth is good transportation services to develop our business worldwide. Although due to lack of training
and awareness of the human we are facing lots of problems like accidents, which will directly affect to the
human health and ultimately to the company’s growth.
So, in addition to the quality and food safety management system we also need to ensure few checkpoints to
remain Happy and healthy in the world. We hereby refer certain checkpoints to remain Injury and accident free
in this rapidly growing commercialized world. We have to ensure following Occupational Health and Safety
(OHSAS) related points. They are as follow.


All the vehicle loading shall be as per the maximum capacity of vehicle as per permitted by R.T.O. It
shall not be increased in case of any circumstances for Road safety and Safety during unloading of
chemical, material and other items during company premises.



All the tanker carrying chemicals like paints, acids and fuels etc. shall be periodically check for
continual thickness and should be attended for thickness requirements.



The drivers and cleaner to be made available necessary PPE’s like hand gloves, eye glasses, nose mask
and gum boots, to deal with the emergency situations.



The liquid container shall not leak on the road for or the truck shall not spill the content during
transportation and shall not damage in any manner during transportation of the items.



Any uneventful accident during the transportation should be reported to the owner of the transport for
necessary action with intimation to the company,



In cases of certain new requirements procured submit the safety measures like COA, details of
handling or MSDS.



We will follow all the instructions being provided to us time to time as & when any business
requirement changes for a long term sustainable relationship.

